
FUNKTIONEN

Produktname: Incalmo Suspension LED

3000K White

Artikelnummer: 1908120A + 1900120A

Farbe: White

Material: Glass, aluminium,

methacrylate

Serie: Design

DIMENSION

Höhe: cm 53.2

Breite: cm 39.2

Durchmesser Fuß: cm 19

Max Höhe von der Decke: cm 200

INKLUSIVE LEUCHTMITTEL

Kategorie: LED COB

Anzahl: 1

Watt: 44W

Farbtemperatur(K): 3000K

Baureihe: A

 

LUMINAIR

Watt: 44W

Lichtstrom(lm): 2945lm

CCT: 3000K

Efficiency: 71%

Efficacy: 66.93lm/W

CRI: 90

Dimmable Typology: Push   

DIMENSION

FARBE

1908120A +

1900120A

IP20

Lichtverteilung

Dimmable

Incalmo Suspension LED 3000K White

DESIGN:

Carlotta de Bevilacqua 

2015

MATERIAL:

Glass, aluminium, methacrylate

BESCHREIBUNG:

Incalmo was born: from the initial concept of an optical, thermal and

technological machine where every part belongs to a higher system. A

human, handcrafted dimension is also taken into account, as the beauty of

imperfection is discovered through a reinterpretation of blown glass. The

name ‘Incalmo’ refers to a glass-blowing technique refined in Murano,

Venice during the 16th century, aimed at obtaining multiple areas of different

colours on the same surface. Incipit and Incalmo operate in perfect

harmony, as horizontal, alternating stripes of transparent, white or grey

blown glass transform its decorative body into a screening element reaching

the areas below its narrower angles and diffusing light into the space.

Incalmo is a metaphor for combining the evolving LED technological

innovation with ancient craftsmanship skills deeply rooted in our history. The

aim of this all-round project is to enhance optical performances while

improving the perceived aesthetics of its presence in the environment.

TECHNISCHES DATENBLATT

LED

White





FUNKTIONEN

Produktname: Incalmo 214 Suspension

LED 3000K White

Artikelnummer: 1902120A + 1908020A

Farbe: White

Material: Glass, aluminium,

methacrylate

Serie: Design

DIMENSION

Höhe: cm 32

Breite: cm 24

Durchmesser Fuß: cm 16

Max Höhe von der Decke: cm 200

INKLUSIVE LEUCHTMITTEL

Kategorie: LED COB

Anzahl: 1

Watt: 27W

Farbtemperatur(K): 3000K

Baureihe: A

 

LUMINAIR

Watt: 29W

Lichtstrom(lm): 2020lm

CCT: 3000K

Efficiency: 69%

Efficacy: 69.64lm/W

CRI: 90

Dimmable Typology: Push   

DIMENSION

FARBE

1902120A +

1908020A

IP20

Lichtverteilung

Dimmable

Incalmo 214 Suspension LED 3000K White

DESIGN:

Carlotta de Bevilacqua

MATERIAL:

Glass, aluminium, methacrylate

BESCHREIBUNG:

Incalmo was born: from the initial concept of an optical, thermal and

technological machine where every part belongs to a higher system. A

human, handcrafted dimension is also taken into account, as the beauty of

imperfection is discovered through a reinterpretation of blown glass. The

name ‘Incalmo’ refers to a glass-blowing technique refined in Murano,

Venice during the 16th century, aimed at obtaining multiple areas of different

colours on the same surface. Incipit and Incalmo operate in perfect

harmony, as horizontal, alternating stripes of transparent, white or grey

blown glass transform its decorative body into a screening element reaching

the areas below its narrower angles and diffusing light into the space.

Incalmo is a metaphor for combining the evolving LED technological

innovation with ancient craftsmanship skills deeply rooted in our history. The

aim of this all-round project is to enhance optical performances while

improving the perceived aesthetics of its presence in the environment.

TECHNISCHES DATENBLATT

LED

White




